
I, me, myself

Once upon a time, there was a beautiful village;
in that village, there was a beautiful garden;
in that garden, there was a beautiful tree;
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in that garden, there was a beautiful tree;
in that tree, there was one branch;

in that branch, there was only one mango;
that mango was so sweet; and 

that mango is who;
that is i, me, myself.

....going on sweet fifteen.



I have gone abroad to be astonished with kind human being;
I have enjoyed my presence there by eating pizzas and fruits;
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I have enjoyed my presence there by eating pizzas and fruits;
I have even eaten the shell-fish,

which was taken from the sea-bed by a sea-diver;
I have even cherished swimming in the pacific ocean;

I have even gone on a mountain-tracking to see an old robe bridge;
I used to see the evening skies that silhouetted the sky-scrappers; and

I used to wonder the nature from a small mountain nearby;
....going on sweet sixteen.



I got a job in a homely office where I was a lovable smart boy;
I used to wear a suit of most liked on a Friday morning;

I was so cared by them even on everyday;
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I was so cared by them even on everyday;
I went on shopping in a mall only during week-ends;

I have even tried to learn car-driving during week-ends;
I was given fare-well when I was feeling home-sick;

....going on sweet seventeen.



I had returned to my home village to see my mom and dad;
I was greeted with heavenly feeling by my aunt and uncle;
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Then again the wanting eyes of my future plans to see the world;
I was sent to the most feared city of the world,

the big apple city near the Atlantic ocean.
I was given a warm welcome by the cab-driver in the midnight.

I was plying between home and office, enjoying the ride in a bus;
.....going on sweet eighteen.



I got married to my niece who had no idea about me;
We traveled to the most opted nation to be lonely on earth;

We enjoyed the snow-fall, celebrated the ice-carnival;
We made a big mistake by driving on snow-packed roads;
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We made a big mistake by driving on snow-packed roads;
We had encountered a mild accident and nobody hurt;

We changed our vehicle to travel across the country-side;
We saw a frozen lake where we parked our car for a while;

....going on sweet nineteen.



My wife gave birth to a baby-boy in a small town nearby;
We have taken care of our baby; and 

We have been keen on seeing him grow up;
I, my wife and our son slept together,

for many years;
...going on twenty, thirty, and forty.

Living happily ever after…..
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